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Sculptural Aspects of Le Corbusier

In his 1923 book Ivers !Qne ,6Xrchitecture.;: French-Swiss architect Le Corbusier defined
p

~

•

the sculptor as plastic artist, "It is in his contours that we can trace the plastic artist; the engineer
is effaced and the sculptor comes to life .. (Corbusier 218). ThroughoutF,is compendium of
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articles, Le Corbusier stresses the plasticity of architecture and the dynamic relation between a

/

building' s exterior and interior. Proceeding from ··vers Une Architecture .. through to

l

increasingly contemporaneous studies. this essay will evaluate the sculptural aspects of Le

/

Corbusier in his treatment of plasticity. the role of the architect as sculptor and the relation
between exteriority and interiority in the appraisal of sculpture and architecture.
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The sculptor as plastic artist is central to Le Corhusier·s definition of an architect's
necessary faculties, for he sees architecture as --a plastic thing·' (Corbusier 152). In dealing with
the plastic art of architecture, an architect deals with '·profile and contour !which are I . .. free of

all constraint; they arc a pure invention:· and it is in the treatment of these elements " that we can
trace the plastic artisC (Corbusier 218) . The handling or contours. and pla sticity concomitantly.

~.- q""",,~.,,,.

is inextricable to Le Corbusier·s conception of the ro le of the architect. --(\mt ours go beyond the
)(

scope of the practical man. the daring man. the ingenious man ; they call rnr the plastic artist;·
that is, the sculptor capable of expressing an architectural unity of aim that surpasses utilitarian

'

/

demands (Corbusier 218). In his section on The Plan. cr1c of Three Reminders to Architects. Le
Corbusier exalts the Acropolis at Athens as .. the development of an ori ginal plastic invention··

or architecture as a plastic thing. --Greece.
and in Greece the Parthenon. have marked the apogee or this pure i:-rec1t io n of the mind: the

(Corbusier 50). He further lauds the culture as heralds

development of profile and contour .. (Corhusier 2 18 ). For Le Corhusicr in ·"'7ers ½Jne_
Architecture/\he Greeks exemplify the consummate plastic arti sts. and ii is in his description of
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their works that Le Corbusier uses the sparsely seen signi lier .. sculpwr. ·· In his caption for the

'

Parthenon on page 211 . Le Corbusier writes.
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fine Parthenon - Here is something to arouse. emotion . ~e are in the inexorabl~ r~alm of
the mechamcal. There are no symbols attached to these lor111s : thc y provoke dcl1111te

r
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sensations; there is no need ofa key in order tP understand them . lhutality. intensity . thc
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utmost sweetness, delicacy and great strength. And who disco vered the combination of
these elements? An inventor of genius. These stones lay inert in the quarries of
Tentelicus, unshaped. To group them thus needed not an engineer. hw a great sculptor..?

!

Here we see the role of the architect as someone who to~
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harmony - a

sculptor. Le Corbusier' s insistence on harmonious architectural form proceeds in part from his
praise of the plastic system. In his writings on the Greeks as plastic artists, he mentions the Doric
order as a work "so pure that it gives almost the feeling of a natural growth. But, nonetheless, it
is entirely man' s creation, and affords us. the complete sensation of a profound harmony'·
(Corbusier 208). The purity of a plastic system for Le Corbusier is measured by the success of its
own naturalism independent and not imitative of organic form . Instead, Le Corbusier sees the
E::ce~f a sculptor~ t ~asticity, as being constitutive of a unique harmonious f01m .
He goes on to state on the ;;;;;·page,
/certain writers have declared that the Doric column was inspired by a tree springing
from the earth, without base, etc., a proof that every noble form of art derives from
nature. It is most false, since the tree with straight trunk is unknown in Greece, where
only stunted pines and twisted olives grow. The Greeks created a plastic system directly
and forcibly affecting our senses: columns and their flutings. a complex entablature rich
in meaning; steps which set off and link on to the horizon. They employed the most
delicate distortions, applying to their contours an impeccable adj ustment to the laws of
optics ..rThis harmonious form, emulating the "feeling of natural growth,·· but of a unique plastic
constitution, continues into the complicated interplay of exteriority and interiority in Le

Corbusier's sculptural aspects as represented in "Vers Une Architecture .'' \n his section "The
Exterior Is Always an Interior," Le Corbusier writes, "The elements of the site rise U\) \ik.e wa\\s
panoplied in the power of their cubic co-efficient, stratification, materi aL etc .. \ike the wa\\s of a

room ... At Hadrian's Villa the levels are established in accordanc e with the Campagna: th1.:
mountains support the composition, which indeed is based upon them.. ,l\ wbusier \ C)}Cjcn').

Here, the architect lays out a radical conception of landscape and site as cxkr,or to th~ lnh~r,or of

a building's outside. In this model, the building as seen from the \ands~arc· s p~rsp~c\\ve ta\-_es
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n a sculptural aspect. On the hannonious relation between a buil
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. c mg an Its site, Le Corbusier

utilizes an acoustic metaph • The moment was reached when n0 th.
.
mg more might be taken
away when nothing would be left but these closely-knit and violent
•
'
,.
e1ements , soundma/ci'J.ar
and tragic like brazen trumpets (Corbusier 205). This same quotati . . . d b
V
on 1s use y Kenneth
Frampton, architectural historian at Columbia Unversity. to clescrib. t] A
. .
.
e ie cropoh s Ill comparison
to Le Corbusier' s Ronchamp Chapel built in 1955.

f b . . .
sonance o a mldmg m
relation to its site was first fonnulated in 1923, when he characterized the Acropolis and its
Frampton writes, "Le Corbusier' s concern for the sculptural re

Propylea as that point ' when nothing more might be taken away, when nothing would be left but
these closely knit and violent elements, sounding clear and tragic Jike brazen trumpets. ' This
passionate image of the Acropolis, conveying a feeling for unity just prior to breaking up,

~

reappears as a constant theme throughout his life and with heightened pathos towards the end of
his career. This was as much the principal underlying Ronchamp' s •visual acoustics' as it was
the reason for the diminutive volcanic, mountainous forms that erupt on the roofdeck of the
Unite" (Frampton 229). Frampton goes on to elaborate on this metaphor in relation to the
strikingly unique, in relation to Le Corbusier' s oeuvre, Ronchamp Chapel. "The rapport
established between building and site at Ronchamp, where the crustacean forms which make up
the whole - the shell roof with its giant gargoyle, the side chapels and the altar - were all
precisely tuned to respond to the ' visual acoustics' of an undulating landscape" (Frampton 228).
Le Corbusier's acoustic metaphor allowed the architect to elaborate on exteriority and
interiority, assigning to the concepts opposing roles of speaker and listener. In a 2017 abstract on
Le Corbusier' s acoustic metaphor, Takuya Natsui of the Architectural Institute of Japan, writes
the concept "simultaneously separates and connects two things. Le Corbusier .. . 'regarded a
building's outside as sculpture and contrastively. its inside as architecture .. .,
In his section on the "Pure Creation of Spirit." Le Corbusier emphasized the Parthenon as
an exemplification of architecture as a plastic thing. Simultaneously, the structure embodies the
dynamic interplay of exteriority and interiority that complicates distinctions between sculpture
and architecture. For the Italian architectfr~tritic Bruno Zevi. the Parthenon is best appreciated
as sculpture, '"'Those who investigate the Greek temple in an architectonical way, looking only
for a space conception, will have to flee horrified, considering it as a typical example of notarchitecture " h
,
.
' e wrote. But those who approach the Parthenon and contemplate 1t as a great
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sculpture will stay admired as in front of the best works ever created by the human genius···
(Martty).
In his treatment of exteriority and interiority, Le Corbusier denotes the separate
delineations between interior architectur~ and the nature of the sculptural exterior in relation to
ttl;
j- /lf
es q l· ~
its l~~~c~ Veiniof ulptu a .. U s also puls.tiin the plasticity critical to Le Corbusier's ~

~ o n of the architect' s role. ~ 4 dictum expressed by Ruskin, concomitant with Le
Corbusier's own conception, the 19th Century critic states, "the architect who was not a sculptor
or a painter was 'nothing but a framemaker on a large scale"' (Frampton 66).
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